
 SUMMER SAT 2022 -- Jump Start 
Small class size (3 to 5 students) -- Individual attention 

 

Complete Math, Reading, Writing and Science Preparation 

 

Tom Clements Tutoring  

WHEN  Sunday -- 4:30 to 6:00  PM — 7 classes,  June 26th – August 7th  

  

WHAT Outside of class, students are assigned several SAT practice tests to complete as homework assignments. 

 

  In class, we drill down on each question of the assignment and analyze the strengths and weakenesses of 

various student responses. My classes put the focus on critical thinking and emphasize problem-solving 

techniques. 

 

 

BIO         Tom Clements, MS, BA -- For over 30 years Tom Clements has been a leading educator in the Lamorinda 

         community, famous for his test prep expertise and warm rapport with students. 

 

 As a professional writer, author, and former college English teacher (St. Mary's College), I use my lecture 

and communication skills to teach students how to master SAT math, science, reading, and grammar 

problems.  

 

  In addition to test prep, I tutor small groups in AP physics, AP chem and Calculus during the school year. 

 

In Person In-person classes are held in my Moraga office with a zoom option for students prefering distance learning.   

 Since all classes are recorded, students away on vacation or engaged in sports activites can stay current with 

the curriculum.  

CONTACT  tctutoring@att.net or 323-4450 

 

WHERE All classes at my office: 346 Rheem Blvd, Suite 110-B, Moraga, CA (94556) 

 

HOW MUCH $1295 — Please send a $195 deposit to my office to secure a spot in the class. Payments can be made by 

check to the address above or by Zelle to my email account: tctutoring@comcast.net  

 

WEBSITE/ To see my classes in action, check out my website at www.tctutoring.net or my YouTube channel at 

www.youtube.com/tctutoring.  

  

My students have studied at Harvard, MIT, Dartmouth, UCLA, Cal, Sarah Lawrence and NYU, among many others 

 
 

   Ask about Fall tutoring in AP Physics, AP Chem, AP Bio, and Calculus 

   as well as Regular Physics, Regular Chem, and Pre-Calculus and APES 
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